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AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO: Mayor Pat Humphrey and the Clare City Commission 

FROM: Ken Hibl, City Manager 

DATE: November 29, 2018 

RE: Information Topic:  Michigan’s New Lead & Copper Rules 

 

For the Agenda of December 3, 2018                 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Background:   Michigan has instituted new lead and copper rules that are the most 

stringent & toughest in the nation.  We (and all other Michigan communities) are still 

assessing the impact of the new rules.  Dale, Steve, Al, & I have all attended various 

informational conferences and seminars on the subject.  And at each of those educational 

sessions, we learn just a bit more - but we are far from being “experts” on the topic, and we 

are not yet in a position that will allow us to provide the Commission an accurate 

assessment of the impact or the cost of implementing the new rules.  However, we are at 

the juncture that we need to share with the City Commission and the public what we know 

to date and then will add to that knowledge-sharing process as we implement the new rules. 

 

One of the most immediate requirements of the new rules is that we must complete a 100% 

physical inventory of all the water service lines within our community by January 1, 2020.  

The inventory will require a physical inspection and likely require entrance into all the 

residential, commercial, and industrial structures to which we provide water service.  

Consequently, our first step must be to inform and educate our water system customers of 

the new rules; we intend to commence this process in December - thus reiterating the need 

to share and discuss this info with the City Commission.  

 

I’ve asked Al and Dale to attend Monday’s meeting to join in our discussion and 

information-sharing on this topic.  We will set up the projector and screen use a number of 

informational aids to help guide us in Monday’s meeting discussions - specifically, a 

PowerPoint presentation from the most recent MML seminar held in Marshall a few weeks 

ago, a summary sheet of the new rules, and a Q&A document regarding the new rules 

(copies of all are att’d).   

 

As a side bar and attached only for informational purposes is the Request for Declaratory 

Ruling that was filed by the legal firm, Miller Canfield, on behalf of the Great Lakes Water 

Authority, the Detroit Water & Sewerage Department, and Oakland County.  As you will 

recall, the City Commission supported this action by adoption of its Resolution 2018-125 

(copy att’d).  MDEQ has denied the request.   

   

 

Issues & Questions Specified:  N/A - Information Sharing. 
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Alternatives: N/A.  These new rules have already been promulgated by MDEQ.  We are 

now required to implement the rules.  Our task is to determine the most effective and 

efficient means to do so.   

 

Financial Impact:  Presently indeterminable.  We’ll have a better sense of the cost once 

we complete the required system inventory.   

 

Recommendation:  I ask that the City Commission participate in discussions with us 

regarding this topic and ask any questions, express concerns, and provide any guidance 

you deem appropriate. 

  

Attachments.   
1. PowerPoint Presentation. 

2. Summary Sheet of New Rules. 

3. Q&A Info Related to New Rules. 

4. Miller Canfield Document. 

 

 



Michigan Lead and Copper 
Rule Revisions 

Molly Maciejewski, Public Works Manager, City of Ann Arbor 

Dan Sorek, Consultant, Prein & Newhof 



Acronyms 
Acronym 

AL Action Level 

AMP Asset Management Plan 

CCR Consumer Confidence Report 

CCT Corrosion Control Treatment 

CWS Community Water System 

LSL Lead Service Line 

LSLR Lead Service Line Replacement 

NTNCWS Nontransient Noncommunity Water 
System 

PN Public Notification 

ppb Parts Per Billion 

WQP Water Quality Parameters 



Michigan LCR: A Brief History 
 July 27  - December 2017:  

Stakeholder Meetings  

 November, 2017: Public Meeting 

 January 29, 2018: Draft Rule 
Published  

 March 1, 2018 Public Hearing 

 March 21, 2018 Public Comment 
Deadline  

 May, 2018 JCAR Review 

 May, 2018 Revised Draft 

 June 14, 2018 Rule Finalized and 
Filed with Michigan SOS 

 

 Applies to CWS and NTNCWS 



Summary of Changes 

Existing Revised 
Action Level 15ppb Action Level 12 ppb 

Defines Service Connection but not service line. Includes definition for 
lead service line  

Added definition of Service Line and updated definition of Lead Service 
Line  

Distribution system materials inventory maintained by water system, no 
updates, reporting or field verification required 

Requires preliminary (“desktop”) and field verified inventory. Includes 
public and privately owned portions of service line. Requires periodic 
reporting, notification and updates 

Sampling Pool by Tiers Revised requirements for sampling pool selection 

One First Draw Sample per site If LSL: Two Samples per site 

90th%ile based on all samples 90th%ile based on highest results per site 

LSLR only if exceed AL after installation of CCT LSLR required @ 5%/year or as part of an approved Asset Management 
Program 

LSLR: Responsibility limited to publicly owned portion of line  LSLR requirement includes public and privately owned portions of LSL 

LSLR: does not include replacement of galvanized lines  
 

Includes replacement of galvanized lines that are or were connected to 
LSL 

WQP monitoring requirements Requires additional parameters and triggers for monitoring 

Public Notification and Communication Requirements  Threshold population change for web postings, establishes requirement 
for Water Advisory Council, revised public education language 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Service Line Definition 

“Lead Service Line" means either a service line which is made of lead or 

any lead pigtail, lead gooseneck, or other lead fitting that is connected to 

the service line, or both 

“Service Line” means the pipe from the discharge of the corporation fitting 

to customer site piping or to the building plumbing at the first shut-off valve 

inside the building, or 18 inches inside the building, whichever is shorter. 



Service Line 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Materials System Inventory 

 Preliminary inventory based on 
existing information 

 Field Verified Inventory 

 Must keep record of refusals 

 If unable to verify, must assume LSL 

 Must notify customers if served by LSL 

 Requires periodic updates 

 Requires submittal to state 

 CCR requirements (new 2x year) 

 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Service Line Replacement 

 LSLR required @ 5%/year minimum, unless alternate 
schedule as part of an Asset Management Program is 
approved. 

 LSLR requirement includes public and privately 
owned portions of LSL 

 Presumes that the utility controls the entire service 
line unless it can demonstrate in writing that it does 
not 

 Must replace galvanized lines that are or were 
connected to LSL. NOTE: No Sunset! 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Sampling 

 Sampling pools must be reviewed and/or updated based on current 
materials inventory, and submitted to the state by 1/1/2020 

 Sample sites 

 Samples must be collected at sites with lead service lines or lead piping 

 If no lead service lines, collect from single family homes with copper 
piping and lead solder installed before July 1988 

 For Systems with LSL: Two Samples per site 

 First Draw 

 5th Liter 

 Minimum 6 hour Stagnation 

 No Pre-Flushing 

 Do not remove Aerator 

 Sample Collection by Resident or Water System  

 90th%ile based on highest result from each site 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Water Quality Parameter Monitoring 

 Addition of Chloride and Sulfate monitoring 

 Requires WQP for all systems with OCCT 

 Reductions allowed to annual (used to be triennial) 



Continuity Source/Treatment Change 

 Supplies purchasing water from a provider with OCCT must also maintain 
OCCT 

 Rules clarify that DEQ may require new or updated CC studies when a supply 
changes source or treatment, or at any other time as appropriate 

 



Michigan LCR Revisions 
Public Notification, Education and Communication 
 Create Statewide Advisory Council to generate lead public awareness 

campaign 

 Create Water Advisory Councils in large cities (> 50,000 population) to 
advise on distribution of educational materials in their community 

 Public Education 

 Requires utilities serving more than 1,000 people rather than those serving more 
than 100,000 people to post information on their website 

 Adds requirements for communicating about the unpredictability of lead release, 
the limits of 1-time tests, the high lead content of some lead particulates, 
availability of certified filters and proper filter maintenance, and information 
about lead-free plumbing fixtures 

 Adds community centers and adult foster care facilities to “at-risk” facilities 

 

 

 

 



Key Dates 

 90 Days of Rule = September 14, 2018: Establish and Appoint Members to 
Statewide Advisory Council (State Requirement) 

 180 Days of Rule = December 14, 2018: Establish and Appoint Members to 
Water System Advisory Council (Public Water Systems >50K)  

 January 1, 2020: Preliminary inventory based on existing infrastructure 

 January 1, 2020: Updated Sampling Pool 

 January 1, 2025: AL reduced to 12ppb 

 January 1, 2025: Field Verified Inventory 

 



Service Line Replacements 
 

 Partial Service Line Replacements 
are Banned and allowed for 
Emergencies ONLY 

 If AL exceeded with corrosion 
control – must replace 7% each 
year (no change from previous 
LCR) 

 If AL not exceeded, must replace 
5% per year or in accordance with 
approved schedule in Water AMP 

 IS OR WAS 



Service Line Replacements 

 Community will be responsible for entire service line replacement 

 Community presumed to control the whole line unless it can prove otherwise 

 Even if community does not own the whole line 

 It must offer to replace the private portion at the community’s expense 

 If building owner does not consent – do not replace 

 If partial replacement done (Emergencies), must sample within 72 hours, must 
offer filters and instruct on flushing 

 



What’s next? 

Questions? 

 AWWA Standard C810 on 
Replacement and Flushing of Lead 
Service Line 
https://www.awwa.org/store/prod
uctdetail.aspx?productid=65628258  

 Lead Service Line Replacement 
Collaborative, https://www.lslr-
collaborative.org/ 

Resources 

https://www.awwa.org/store/productdetail.aspx?productid=65628258�
https://www.awwa.org/store/productdetail.aspx?productid=65628258�
https://www.lslr-collaborative.org/�
https://www.lslr-collaborative.org/�
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Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule 

Summary of Changes 

 

This document is put together in good faith by a coalition of organizations whose members are directly affected by the 

recent Rule change. The intent is to offer a summary of the changes as currently understood. For a final and binding 

interpretation of any part of the Rule, questions must be directed to the Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. 

 

Summary of LCR changes: 

Previous version  
of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule  

New version of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule 
Page 

in 
Rules 

Supplies not required to remove lead service lines 
unless Lead Action Level is exceeded after 
corrosion control treatment is installed. 

1 year after materials inventory, service lines must be 
replaced at 5%/year avg, not to exceed 20 years, unless 
an alternate schedule in an asset management plan is 
approved by the department.  

 

Lead service lines include services with lead 
“goosenecks” and galvanized lines that are or were 
connected to LSLs.  

 

Specifically, does not allow for lining or coating of 
services to meet lead replacement requirements. 
Definition of “Service Line” is a direct connection from a 
distribution watermain to a living unit and is not 
designed to be an integral part of the network of 
distribution watermains.  

 

Definition of “Service Line” is a direct connection 
from a distribution watermain to a living unit and 
is not designed to be an integral part of the 
network of distribution watermains. 

The new definition is specific in that it is defined as the 
pipe from the discharge of the corporation fitting to 
customer site piping or building plumbing at the first 
shut-off valve inside the building or 18 inches inside the 
building. 

 

Presumes that the utility controls the entire service line 
unless it can demonstrate in writing that it does not. 

 

The previous rule does not include lead fittings or 
goosenecks or a definition of a lead service line 

The definition of a “Lead Service Line” includes lead 
lines, or those containing a lead pigtail or lead 
gooseneck or any lead fitting that is connected to the 
service line or both. 

 

Partial lead service line replacements are allowed, 
leaving customer-side lead lines in place unless 
customer agrees to pay for their portion. 

Supplies must offer to replace private portion of lead 
service line at supply expense. 

 

If owner declines offer, no partial replacement is 
allowed, unless as part of an emergency repair.  

 

Must provide follow-up testing within 72 hours after 
partial replacement. 
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Previous version  
of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule  

New version of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule 
Page 

in 
Rules 

Lead Action Level is 15 parts per billion (ppb) 
Lower Lead Action Level to 12 ppb beginning January 1, 
2025.  

 

Supplies can reduce lead and copper rule 
sampling to every three years 

Reduced monitoring is allowed under specific 
requirements. May be allowed if optimal corrosion 
control and 90th percentile lead level is below 5 ppb 
and copper below .65 ppm for three consecutive years. 

 

Supplies are responsible for communicating with 
customers about drinking water issues. 

Create Statewide Advisory Council to generate lead 
public awareness campaign materials 

 

Create Local Advisory Councils in larger cities (> 50,000 
population) to advise on distribution of educational 
materials in their community 

 

Adds requirements for communicating about the 
unpredictability of lead release, the limits of 1-time 
tests, the high lead content of some lead particulates, 
availability of certified filters and proper filter 
maintenance, and information about lead-free plumbing 
fixtures 

 

Adds community centers and adult foster care facilities 
to “at-risk” facilities 

 

Requires utilities serving more than 1,000 people rather 
than those serving more than 100,000 people to post 
information on their website 

 

Consumer notice of results must now include copper  

  

Water supplies were required to complete a 
distribution system materials evaluation. Many 
supplies still using their original distribution 
system materials evaluation. Original evaluations 
not required to be updated or submitted to the 
state 

Require updated distribution system materials 
inventories: preliminary inventory due 1/1/2020, 
verified inventory due 1/1/2025 

 

Require inventory be submitted to the state  

Require annual update to state on status of LSL 
replacement. 

 

Require customers be notified if served by a LSL  

Make service line summary information available  

Requires update of inventory every 5 years  

Requires prioritization of lead service line replacement 
incorporated into asset management program 

 

Original sampling pools were designated in 1990s 
and not required to be submitted to the state. 

Sampling pools must be reviewed and/or updated based 
on current materials inventory, and submitted to the 
state by 1/1/2020 

 

Emphasize sampling at sites with lead service lines, if 
present. 
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Previous version  
of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule  

New version of Michigan’s Lead and Copper Rule 
Page 

in 
Rules 

All valid compliance samples used to calculate 
lead and copper 90 th percentile values 

Only use highest result of valid compliance samples 
taken at a site to calculate lead and copper 90th 
percentile values 

 

Only first-draw samples after at least 6 hours 
stagnation time are used for compliance, 
potentially representing only water in the fixture 
and indoor plumbing. 

Require second sample after 5 additional liters of water 
at sites served by a lead service line. 

 

Does not allow systematic flushing or aerator removal 
or cleaning in advance of testing 

 

 
 

 
 

Water quality parameter sampling 

Adds testing for Chloride and Sulfate  

Adds testing for pH, alkalinity, and corrosion control 
inhibitor to taps in the distribution system not just at 
plant tap, including small and medium supplies 

 

Recent guidance provided on maintaining 
corrosion control treatment when changing 
sources or treatment because the Rule lacked 
clarity. 

Clarify requirements for source water or treatment 
changes to ensure ongoing maintenance of optimal 
corrosion control treatment, including OCCT for supplies 
purchasing water from a supply with OCCT 

 

The department did not previously designate 
values for additional water quality control.  

The department may designate values for additional 
water quality control parameters determined by the 
department.  
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Get to Know Michigan’s LCR  
 
Through a special collaboration between the American Public Works Association Michigan 
Chapter, the Michigan Municipal League, Michigan Rural Water Association, Michigan Section 
of the American Water Works Association, the Michigan Township Association and the South 
East Council of Governments, events highlighting key points in Michigan’s new Lead & Copper 
Rule have been conducted over the past four months. Questions raised during these events are 
compiled here in Q&A form to serve as a resource.  
 

WEBINAR POLL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
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SUMMARY OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

General 
Q: We have no lead services. Do these new rules mean any changes for us? 
A: Yes. There are still new requirements to perform a materials systems inventory, increased 
communication and education, and other items.  
 
Q: If we have ZERO lead services in our community what, if any, inventories are required?  
A: A desktop inventory and field verified inventory is required of all systems. 
 
Q: What is the regulatory rule regarding non-compliance?  
A: The action level is still based on the 90th percentile.  
 
Q: Can you comment on the reference of CFR 141.42 implementation with the LCR change?  
A: We cannot.  
 
Q: How is a system population determined under the rule when we have continuous systems 
serviced and our sanitary survey includes their population?  
A: Your system population is whatever MDEQ has agreed it to be. Consecutive systems are 
responsible for compliance with the rule.  
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Q: In Michigan, mobile home communities /trailer parks have separate jurisdiction from 
community water systems even though the community water system may provide water to the 
trailer park. What jurisdiction does the water system have under new rules?  
A: If the MHC is considered its own community water supply, the MHC is responsible for its own 
system. Otherwise it is the responsibility of the community water system.  
 
Q: For service lines, is there a size limitation? For example, anything over 2" diameter doesn't 
use a corporation. 
A: There is no limit. 
 
Q: How is "control" of the entire service line defined?  
A: Excerpt from Act 399: 

  (g) A supply is presumed to control the entire service line unless the supply 
demonstrates in writing that it does not have any of the following forms of control over 
the entire service line, as provided by state statute, local ordinance, public service 
contract, or other applicable legal authority: 
(i) Authority to set standards for construction, repair, or maintenance of the 
service line. 
(ii) Authority to replace, repair, or maintain the service line. 
(iii) Ownership of the service line. 
(h) Coating and lining techniques shall not be used to meet the service line 
replacement requirements under this subrule. 

 
 

Inventory 
Q: Who approves the Asset Management Plan (AMP) from the state level to coordinate our 
AMP with other municipal projects?  
A: MDEQ 
 
Q: Can you put 2% LSLR in AMP and get it approved by MDEQ? Why is it viewed as "so 
important" to get in our AMP unless you place a lower % in the AMP?   
A: MDEQ determines approval 
 
Q: Where does it require that we "field" verify each service line? 
A: R 325.11604 Contents of general plans for all applicable systems. 

Community and nontransient noncommunity water supplies shall complete a 
distribution system materials inventory as follows: 
(i) By January 1, 2020, a supply shall complete and submit to the department, a 
preliminary distribution system materials inventory in a form and manner specified by the 
department. The preliminary inventory shall consist of a thorough assessment of 
distribution system materials based on existing sources of information. 
(ii) By January 1, 2025, a supply shall submit a complete distribution system 
materials inventory, including verification methodology, and provide the results of the 
inventory to the department in a form and manner specified by the department. The 
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materials inventory under this subsection shall identify whether and where construction 
materials listed in 40 C.F.R. §141.42(d) are present in the piping, storage structure, 
pumps, and controls used to deliver water to the public, including service lines. 
 

Q: What is involved in field verification of public side of service? Which services need to be 
verified?  
A: See above. 
 
Q: What is the extent of field verify, checking interior of home or digging up the lead in the 
front yard?   
A: See above. 
 
Q: Does the desktop and field verification information need to be collected and submitted for 
both public and private services that contain NO LEAD?  
A: Yes. 
 
Q: Do 100% of lead service lines need to be field verified on both the public and private side 
within a certain timeframe?  
A: The inventory must be in a form and manner approved by MDEQ. In other words, they will 
determine how many must be field verified.  
 
Q: Does the new rule address interior home/building plumbing which in many cases could still 
be galvanized or copper with lead solder joints??  
A: No. 
 
Q: If you have a copper service line (main to curb stop) and it was installed that way but the 
homeowner (curb stop to house) installed galvanized. That would be ok, correct?  
A: If the galvanized line on the private side was ever connected to a lead service line (as defined 
in Act 399) then it has to be replaced. Otherwise no.  
 
Q: Are there health concerns for galvanized pipe that is not connected to a LSL? 
Q: What data was used to determine galvanized steel would have lead contamination? Our 
internal testing has yet to detect any lead for galvanized lines. 
A: Participant offered references regarding lead contamination in galvanized lines previously 
connected to lead: 

 HDR Engineering 2009; McFadden et al. 2011; Clark et al. 2015 

 McFadden, M.; Giani, R.; Kwan, P.; & Reiber, S., 2011. Contributions to Drinking Water 
Lead From Galvanized Iron Corrosion Scales. Journal AWWA, 103:4:76.  

 Clark B. N., Masters S. V. & Edwards M. A. 2015. Lead release to drinking water from 
galvanized steel pipe coatings. Environmental Engineering Science, 32(8), 713-721. 
 HDR Engineering, 2009. An Analysis of the Correlation between Lead Released from 
Galvanized Iron Piping and the Contents of Lead in Drinking Water. Prepared for the 
District of Columbia Water and Sewer Authority. September 2009.  
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Participant comment: It was very common practice for pipe galvanizers to place lead in the 
molten zinc up to 10% in order to enhance the coating process. 100% zinc does not adhere well 
to iron pipe. 
 
 

Sampling 
Q: Can you explain the sample draw procedures again, i.e. the 1st draw and then 5th liter draw?  
A: Collect the first 1 liter that comes out of the tap after a period of at least 6 hours stagnation. 
Then measure but do not collect) 3 more liters (so the  2nd, 3rd and 4th liter). Then collect that 5th 
liter.     
 
Q: For 2019 triennial sampling, if there are service lines of unknown material are they to be 
treated as lead? Would these supersede lines of known non-lead lines? 
A: MDEQ will provide guidance on rule implementation dates. 
 
Q: How is the 90th % calculated, is it based off the highest samples of all collected?  
A: If you have LSL, it is based on the highest sample collected at each site. If you do not have 
LSL, you only collect one sample per site so the 90th % is calculated from that sample. 
 
Q: Do the sampling requirements (1st and 5th liter draws, etc.) apply to non-LSL's?  
A: No. if there is no LSL, just collect the first draw.  
 
Q: For systems without LSL, are two samples still required (1st draw and 5th liter) or just one? 
A: Just one. See above. 
 
Q: The revised samples of (2) two per site...is there a time frame between samples or at the 
same date and time? 
A: Same date and time.  
 
Q: Explain the requirement to NOT remove the aerator before a lead sample is collected. Can 
aerator cleaning be part of a normal maintenance plan NOT timed with sampling? 
A: People drink water with the aerator on, so leaving it on is representative of the water 
customers drink.  If the water system wants to suggest fixture and plumbing maintenance to 
residents that isn’t tied to sampling or LCR, that is their choice.   
 
Q: What do you do for sampling when a customer has inline treatment systems & filters that 
can't be removed to obtain a sample? 
A: Please consult with MDEQ. 
 
Q: How does the homeowner with a lead service line measure their sample water? How do they 
know they are collecting the 5th liter? 
A: We recommend sample collection by the community water system, rather than the 
homeowner, to reduce the risk of incorrect sampling. Keep in mind that the new rule says that 
if the homeowner samples, the results cannot be disputed  
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Q:  If a second sampling period is required in July-Dec of 2018, which sampling protocol do we 
follow, old or new? 
A: Sample as you’ve been sampling. MDEQ will provide guidance on rule implementation dates. 
 
Q: For those not familiar with the chloride-sulfate ratio, please explain its significance. 
A: It is used as an indicator of potential lead release. 
 
Q: Has this new rule addressed Copper in any way? 
A: It adds notification requirements for elevated levels.  
 
Q: Should we continue our triennial sampling since we are below the Action Level. 
A: Yes unless MDEQ tells you otherwise. 
 
Q: If we are scheduled in 2019 to perform our triennial sampling, are we subject to the new 
LCR? 
A: MDEQ will provide guidance on rule implementation dates. 
 
 

Replacement 
Q: Does this new rule protect municipalities from legacy issues...example...future basement 
leaks, damage to finished basements, landscaping, and other structural issues on Private 
Property? 
A: Protection and legal matters are up to each CWS.   
 
Q: Does this new Lead Line Replacement rule protect municipalities from private property 
issues...structural, damage to private property? 
A: See question above. 
 
Q: What was the banned date for partial service line replacement?  
A: The rule took effect June 14, 2018.  
 
Q: Will we need to replace the water mains that have leaded joints? 
A: No. 
 
Q: If the customer wants to replace or repair their portion of the service line, are we required to 
replace the community’s portion of the service line. 
A. Yes. The CWS is responsible for replacement of the entire service line.  
 
Q: If property owner has a galvanized service and is connected to public lead service line, and 
the property owner's galvanized service breaks, is the utility now obligated to replace the lead 
service as well as the customer's galvanized service line at the City's cost? Or can the owner 
simply replace their own galvanized service? 
A: Partial replacements are prohibited.  
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Q: If we respond to an emergency break on copper between the corporation and stop box, we 
are now required to sample and test the line if the portion of the service line from the stop box 
to the house is galvanized or lead, correct? 
A: Correct. We recommend replacement of the entire line.  
 
Q: In the older communities, it may assumed that most corps attached to the water main may 
be pre NSF 61...even though the service line is copper...do each corporation need to be 
removed from the water main? 
A: No but many communities are elected to install a new corporation. 
 
Q: we have replaced LSL in the past & reused old corps. Will the old corporation have to be 
replaced? 
A: We recommend replacement. There is not a requirement for replacement. 
 
Q: If we are currently working on service line replacement projects does the LCR affect how we 
replace lines now? For example replacing galvanized lines into the house as defined by the new 
law? 
A: Yes. 
 
Q: After line is replaced, will the community still be responsible for the line after replacement? 
Or do we go back to being responsible to curb stop? 
A: That is up to each community. 
 
Q: If it is galvanized coming into the home, we must replace? 
A: If it was connected to a LSL. 
 
Q: Do all of my galvanized lines need to be replaced if I cannot prove that they were ever 
connected to a lead goose neck? 
A: If you cannot verify you must assume it was a LSL and plan for replacement. If you can verify 
that the galvanized line was never connected to lead, then you do not need to replace.  
 
Q: Situation: Lead service line for public portion, galvanized service line for private portion. If 
you replace only the lead portion of the service; is this considered a "Partial Service Line 
Replacement"? 
A: Yes. That is prohibited. 
 
Q: If a customer refuses their part of the service replacement, do we supply filters for a given 
time or forever? 
A: The new rule does NOT mention filters at all. We believe MDEQ will require it in their guidance 

(based on letters some communities have received when they’ve had an exceedance).  

 
Q: Are we expected to replace brass corps, stops, and meters that were made prior to lead free 
brass? 
A: No. 
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Q: We replaced service leads from the main to the curb stop, do we have to go back and 
replace from curb to home? 
A: Yes, if it was connected to a LSL. 
 
Q: For svc abandonments, is shutting corporation off at main the same as cutting the svc line off 
at the main. Can this method allow us to eliminate this lead line from inventory?  
A: We recommend removing all LSL rather than abandoning them. If the line is still in the 
ground, the risk of future connection exists. 
 
Q: When you say replacement does that mean removal or can the service lines be abandoned?  
A: Removal.  
 
Q: Replacing lines previously connected to lead lines seems excessive. Does health data exist to 
justify this, or is this only an abundance of caution?  
A: Yes, there is data that shows disturbance of lines connected to lead can release lead. 
 
Q: In the case where by ordinance a municipality has never “controlled” or owned “the entire 
service line,” does this exempt the municipality from this service line replacement 
requirement? If so, is this simply demonstrated by submittal of the pertinent portion of the 
ordinance? 
A: Here is an excerpt from the rule that explains how they define forms of control. Many 
municipalities have authority via Code to set standards for the privately owned portion of the 
service line. 

A supply is presumed to control the entire service line unless the supply 
demonstrates in writing that it does not have any of the following forms of control over 
the entire service line, as provided by state statute, local ordinance, public service 
contract, or other applicable legal authority: 
(i) Authority to set standards for construction, repair, or maintenance of the 
service line. 
(ii) Authority to replace, repair, or maintain the service line. 
(iii) Ownership of the service line 

 
Q: Is an Existing Ordinance requiring that the Homeowner is responsible for and owns the 
portion of the service line beyond the PL adequate proof that the community (water purveyor) 
is not responsible for the entire service line? 
A: Control is defined as follows (note i below): 

  (g) A supply is presumed to control the entire service line unless the supply 
demonstrates in writing that it does not have any of the following forms of control over 
the entire service line, as provided by state statute, local ordinance, public service 
contract, or other applicable legal authority: 
(i) Authority to set standards for construction, repair, or maintenance of the 
service line. 
(ii) Authority to replace, repair, or maintain the service line. 
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(iii) Ownership of the service line. 
(h) Coating and lining techniques shall not be used to meet the service line 
replacement requirements under this subrule. 

 
Q: How are certified water filters referenced in the rule?  
Q: Are filters required for a full LSLR?  
A: The rule does not require this. However, MDEQ guidance on this and other points of 
clarification are being developed.  
 

Financing 
 
Q: Has the impact to customers’ rates been estimated given that the supply must cover the cost 
of the entire line?  
A: The Rule does not address rate impact.  
 
Q: Can a system assess a property for the replacement of a LSL or are systems required to pay 
for it?  
A: The Rule says the LSL must be replaced at the water system’s expense. MDEQ has indicated 
they will not allow assessments.  
 
Q: Is there going to be funding available for these new samples as well as lead line 
replacement? 
A: Replacement is eligible under DWRF.  
 
Q: How does the state propose the municipality spend public money for a private good (the 
private line)?  
A: This was not addressed as part of the rule.  
 
Q: Are there going to be future grants available?  
A: Unknown. 
 
Q: Is the State still taking applications for the Pilot Program, or are there any alternate funding 
programs available?  
A: No and not right now.  
 
Q: Are there grants that are available for helping to supplement the cost of replacement?  
A: Unknown. 
 
 

Public Outreach 
 
Q: Are inventories and replacement schedules available to the public? 
A: Yes 
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Q: During the presentation, a speaker indicated “that there is a 45-day advance notification 
requirement.” Can you elaborate on that? Who gets the notification? 
A: From Page 109 of the most recent publication: 

Not less than 45 days before commencing replacement of a lead service line, 
the water system shall provide notice to the resident or residents of all buildings served 
by the line explaining that they may experience a temporary increase of lead levels in 
their drinking water, along with guidance on measures consumers can take to minimize 
their exposure to lead. The water supply may provide notice under the previous sentence 
less than 45 days before commencing lead service line replacement where the 
replacement is in conjunction with emergency repairs. 
(ii) The water supply shall provide the information required by paragraph (i) of 
this subdivision to the residents of individual dwellings by mail or by other methods 
approved by the department. If multifamily dwellings are served by the line, the supply 
shall have the option to post the information at a conspicuous location. 
(iii) In the event of a partial lead service line replacement resulting from an 
emergency repair, the water supply shall inform the resident or residents served by the 
line that the supply will, at the supply's expense, collect a sample from each partially 
replaced lead service line that is representative of the water in the service line for analysis 
of lead content, as prescribed under R 325.10710a(2)(c), within 72 hours after the 
completion of the partial replacement of the service line. The supply shall collect the 
sample and report the results of the analysis to the owner and the resident or residents 
served by the line within 3 business days of receiving the results. Mailed notices 
postmarked within 3 business days of receiving the results are satisfactory. 

 
 

Questions pending answers or resolution 
 
Q: Our water ordinance doesn't own galvanized svc lines where renewal is a cost to the owner 
to renew to meet water system materials & the water system then maintains the line and owns 
it perpetually. Under the new LCR can a water system assess the property for galvanized svc 
line replacement? If not we will need to change our water ordinances accordingly. Please 
advise. 

*** 
Compiled through a collaboration of 
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